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We characterize uniform distributions on spheres in n-dimensional spaces L: by
certain Cauchy-like (n&1)-dimensional distributions of the quotients and derive
some properties of mixtures of uniform distributions on such spheres, i.e., :-spheri-
cal distributions. We feel that a simple Cauchy-like distribution is much simpler
to deal with than the usual description of a uniform distribution on the sphere.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1990 Weso*owski [5] proved a theorem characterizing binomial
spherically invariant distributions by (i) Cauchy distribution of the quotient,
(ii) independence of the quotient and the distance from the origin and
(iii) symmetry. He derived a characterization of the uniform distribution on
the circle by conditions (i) and (iii) and of course constant distance from
the origin also. We generalize this result and extend it to all mixtures of
uniform distributions on the unit spheres in n-dimensional L: for :>0. It seems
however that the characterization of the uniform1 distribution on the n-
dimensional sphere is more universal and can provide further characterization
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1 It seems that the usage of the word uniform in the title and elsewhere inside the body of
the paper does not refer to the real, geometrical uniformity of the probability mass on the
surface of the unit sphere in n-dimensional L: . In the context of this paper the word uniform
refers to the following fact: Suppose we transform variables according to the formula (2.1).
This transform is a generalization of the ordinary polar transform of Rn. Then, what we call
uniform distribution on the unit sphere would be characterized by the fixed densities of the
random variables %1 , ..., %n&1 given by formulae (2.4) and the distribution of the random
variable r that is degenerated, concentrated at the point 1.
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of mixtures of uniform distributions on the spheres in the spirit of the book
by Fang et al. [1] or Szab*owski [4]. That is why we start with the dis-
tributions on the unit sphere since they play a key role in this paper.2
2. UNIFORM DISTRIBUTIONS ON SPHERES IN L:
Before we start let us introduce the following notation: Let
x=(x1 , ..., xn)T # Rn, then &x&:=(ni=1 |xi |
:)1:. For x # R and q>0,
[x]q=sign(x) |x|q. We have [xy]q=[x]q [ y]q, ( |x|q)$=q[x]q&1, ([x]q)$=
q |x|q&1, and x+=max(x, 0). By wxx let us denote the greatest integer not
exceeding x.
Let U (n): denote the random variable having uniform distribution on the
n-dimensional L:-unit sphere, that is, uniform distribution on the set
K(n): =[x # R
n : &x&:=1]. Let R>0 be independent of U (n): the nonnegative
random variable. Let us denote X=RU (n): . Random variables of this form
will be called :-spherically invariant. Suppose X has density g. It is not
difficult to note that this density must be of the form g(&x&::). We will write in
this case that XtS:(g). In order to proceed further we need the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let us consider the following 11 mapping Pol: Rn  Rn:
{
xj=r _cos %j ‘
j&1
k=1
sin %k&
2:
xn=r _sin %n&1 ‘
n&2
k=1
sin %k&
2:
1 jn&1
j=n,
(2.1)
where r0, %k # [0, ?], k=1, ..., n&2, %n&1 # [0, 2?). Then Jacobian of
Pol is equal to:
JPol(r, %1 , ..., %n&1)
=\2:+
n&1
rn&1 ‘
n&1
i=1
[sin %i]2(n&i):&1 [cos %i]2:&1. (2.2)
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2 Since 1995 when this paper was written a paper concerning similar distributions appeared.
Namely, we mean the paper by A. K. Gupta and D. Song, Lp-norm spherical distributions,
which appeared in the Journal of Statistical Planning and Inference (1997), 100, 241260.) The
definition of what is called in this paper the uniform distribution on the unit sphere is given in
Gupta and Song’s paper by the formula (3.2) that defines marginal densities. Results of that
paper concern only Theorem 4.3 and assertion (ii) of Theorem 4.4. Gupta and Song do not
present characterizations similar to the ones presented in the paper. Thus the essence of this
paper is not affected at all by Gupta and Song’s paper.
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Following Theorem 2.11 of Fang et al. [1] we have:
Theorem 2.2 Suppose XT=(X1 , ..., Xn)tS:(g), n2, :>0. Consider
the transformation Pol: Rn  Rn defined by (2.1) and denote (R, 31 , ..., 3n&1)
= Pol&1(X1 , ..., Xn ). Then R, 31 , ..., 3n&1 are independent and have
functions hR , hi , i=1, ..., n&1 as their respective p.d.f.’s, where:
|
?
0
} } } |
?
0
|
2?
0
JPol(1, %1 , ..., %n&1) d%1 , ..., d%n&2 d%n&1
=2 \2:+
n&1 1 n(1:)
1(n:)
=
df Jn(:) (2.3)
hR(r)=Jn(:) rn&1g(r:), r0
hk(%k)=
1
B((n&k):, 1:)
|sin %k | 2(n&k):&1 |cos %k | 2:&1
0%k?, k=1, ..., n&2 (2.4)
hn&1(%n&1)=
1
2B(1:, 1:)
|sin %n&1 |2:&1 |cos %n&1 | 2:&1
0%n&12?
Conversely if R, 31 , ..., 3n&1 are independent and have p.d.f.’s given by (2.4)
and X=Pol(R, 31 , ..., 3n&1), then XtS:(g).
Of course, this result can be easily generalized to include the case
when R does not have density and consequently the random vector X also
does not have density. In fact, we will analyze such case in the following.
Theorem 2.2 in its above-mentioned, limited, simple version will be of great
help in our further considerations.
3. CHARACTERIZATION AND BASIC PROPERTIES OF
DISTRIBUTIONS UNIFORM ON THE SPHERES IN L:
By K(n): let us denote the L:-unit sphere in R
n and by C (:)n (x) the cumulative
distribution function of the n-dimensional :-Cauchy random variable that
is the random variable having density
c (:)n (x)=
2
Jn+1(:)
1
(1+&x&::)
(n+1): . (3.1)
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Before we prove the main result of this section we need the following
technical lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let XT=(X1 , ..., Xn) be a random vector distributed on the
unit sphere K(n): . Suppose that, for some i # [1, ..., n], Xi0 a.s. and that
\X1Xi , ...,
Xi&1
Xi
,
Xi+1
Xi
, ...,
Xn
Xi +
has an (n&1)-dimensional :-Cauchy distribution; then X is uniformly
distributed on K (n): & [(x1 , ..., xn): xi0].
As a corollary we have the following result concerning the existence
of the densities of marginal distributions of uniform distribution on the
n-dimensional unit sphere in L: . When :=2 this result is known. It
was obtained, however, in a more complicated way (compare e.g. Fang et
al. [1]).
Lemma 3.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 the distribution of the
random vector X&i=(X1 , ..., Xi&1 , Xi+1 , ..., Xn) has the following density:
gin&1, n(x1 , ..., xi&1, xi+1 , ..., xn)=
2
Jn(:) \1& :
n
j=1, j{i
|xj |:+
1:&1
+
. (3.2)
From this corollary one can easily deduce that all (n&1)-dimensional
marginal distributions have the same densities. Further, by applying the
integration formula
|
c1:
0
(c&x:)m:&1 dx=
1
:
1 \1:+ 1 \
m
: +
1 \m+1: +
c(m+1):&1
and some easy algebra we deduce that k-dimensional densities of uniform
distributions on spheres in L: are defined by the following formulae:
gk, n( y1 , ..., yk)=\:2+
k 1 \n:+
1 k \1:+ 1 \
n&k
: +
\1& :
k
i=1
| yi |:+
(n&k):&1
+
.
(3.3)
The main result of this section is as follows:
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Theorem 3.3. Let XT=(X1 , ..., Xn) be a random vector distributed on the
unit sphere K(n): . If (i) Xt&X (here the symbol t denotes equidistribution),
and (ii) for some i,
\X1Xi , ...,
Xi&1
Xi
,
Xi+1
Xi
, ...,
Xn
Xi +
has a (n&1)-dimensional :-Cauchy distribution, then X is uniformly distributed
on K (n): .
Before we prove this theorem let us analyze its consequences:
4. PROPERTIES OF :-SPHERICAL DISTRIBUTIONS
Recall that in the monograph of Fang et al. [1] only the case :=2 was
considered (Theorem 2.3). Additionally, only the necessity of conditions (i)
and (iii) mentioned below was proved. Also, in the paper of Lukacs [2]
only the case :=1 and the necessity of conditions (i) and (iii) mentioned
below were mentioned. On the other hand, in the paper by Weso*owski
[5] a characterization of the two-dimensional elliptically random vector
by the three conditions mentioned below was given (i.e., Weso*owski
considered the cases n=2, :=2). Hence the following corollary is an
important generalization of previous results.
Corollary 4.1. A random variable X without an atom at 0 has an
:-spherically invariant distribution if and only if: (i) Xt &X; (ii) for some
i=1, ..., n, the random variable
Yi=\X1Xi , ...,
Xi&1
Xi
,
Xi+1
Xi
, ...,
Xn
Xi +
has an (n&1)-dimensional, :-Cauchy distribution; and (iii) Yi and &X&: are
independent.
Corollary 4.2. (Generalization of Weso*owski’s Result). A random
variable X has elliptically contoured distribution EC(0, diag[_21 , ..., _
2
n]) if
and only if (i) Xt&X; (ii) for some i=1, ..., n, the random variable
Yi=\_iX1_1Xi , ...,
_i Xi&1
_i&1Xi
,
_iXi+1
_i+1Xi
, ...,
_iXn
_nXi+
has (n&1) dimensional 2-Cauchy distribution; and (iii) Yi and nk=1 X
2
k_
2
k
are independent.
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The next result is again a generalization of well-known properties of the
densities of elliptically contoured random vectors (:=2) (see e.g. Fang et
al. [1] or Szab*owski [4]).
Theorem 4.3. Let the random variable X without an atom at 0 be a
:-spherically invariant, then all its marginal distributions have densities of the
form
hk(x1 , ..., xk)= fk, n \1: :
k
i=1
|xi |:+<F k(:) (4.1)
where F(:)=2:1:&11(1:) and the function fk, n is given by the relationship
fk, n( y)=
1 \n:+
1 \n&k: +
|

y
(x& y)(n&k):&1 x&n:+1 dH(x), (4.2)
k=1, ..., n&1, where H(x) is the cumulative distribution function of 1: &X&:: .
Remark 4.1. Following Szab*owski [4], it turns out that it is more
convenient to consider all functions defining densities as functions of
1: ki=1 |xi |
: instead of ki=1 |xi |
: (in the case of k-dimensional densities).
Remark 4.2. Let us also note that
F \1n+=2(n&1)!nn&1, n=1, 2, ...
(so F(12)=1, F(1)=2), and F(2)=- 2?, and also that
F(:)=|

&
exp(&|x|::) dx.
For ;>0 let us define
F(;)={ f : R+  R+; |

0
x;&1f (x) dx<= .
We will consider also the following family of functions on R+ indexed by
{>0 introduced in Szab*owski [4].
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For 0<{<1 we set:
M({)={ f : R
+  R+;
function x ( y&x)
&{ f ( y) dy is nonincreasing= .
For {=n-integer we set:
f : R+  R+; f is (n&1) times differentiable,
M(n)={ (&1) j f ( j)(x)0, j=1, ..., n&1 = .(&1)n&1 f (n&1)(x) is nonincreasing.
Finally, for n<{<n+1 we set
M({)=M(n) & { f : R
+  R+; f (n) exists a.e.
and (&1)n f (n) # M({&n) = .
We denoted here by f ( j) the j th derivative of the function f with f (0)#f.
Let us consider the following operator:
I (;)( f )( y)=
1
1(;) |

y
(x& y);&1 f (x) dx, y0,
defined on the set F(;). Let us note that
I (;)(I (#)( f ))=I (#)(I (;)( f ))=I (#+;)( f ) for f # F(#+;).
Theorem 4.4. Let functions fk, n , 1kn&1, be defined by relation-
ship (4.1). Then:
(i) 0 x
k:&1fk, n(x) dx=1(k:), for all 1kn&1. In particular,
f1, n # F(1:), ..., fn&1, n # F((n&1):).
(ii) I ((k&m):)( fk, n)= fm, n , for 1mkn&1.
(iii) Function fk, n , 1kn&1, is w(n&k):x times differentiable.
More precisely, fk, n # M((n&k):).
(iv) If n= then \k=1, 2, ..., k _#k-positive measure on R+ such
that
fk, =|

0
exp \&xy+ d#k( y) and |

0
yk: d#k( y)=1.
Remark 4.3. Note that from assertion (iv) of Theorem 4.4 it follows
that if we define the :-spherical process [Xn]n # Z (Z denotes here an
infinite subset of integers) as such that has all its finite-dimensional distri-
butions :-spherical, then there exists a random variable S with a cumulative
distribution function x0 y
1: d#1( y) and an independent of S sequence of
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i.i.d. random variables [Yn]n # Z such that Xn=SYn ; n # Z. Moreover the
density of Y1 is equal to 1F(:) exp(&|x|::). For :=2, that is, for spherically
invariant processes, this property was commonly known. The first remark
concerning this question can be dated to Schoenberg in 1938 [3].
5. PROOFS
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let us note that
xj
r
=
xj
r
1 jn
xj
%k
=
2
:
xj cot %k 1k jn&1
xj
%j
= &
2
:
xj tan %j j<n . (5.1)
xj
%k
=0 k> j
xn
%k
=
2
:
xn cot %k k<n
Let us denote
1 &tan %1 0 } } } 0
1 cot %1 &tan %2 } } } 0
M(%1 , ..., %n&1)=_ } } } } } } } } } } } } 0 &1 cot %1 cot %2 } } } &tan %n&1
1 cot %1 cot %2 } } } cot %n&1
and let us define 2n(%1 , ..., %n&1)=det M(%1 , ..., %n&1). Following (5.1), the
Jacobi matrix of Pol is thus equal to
\2:+
n&1
\ ‘
n
j=1
xj+ M(%1 , ..., %n&1)r.
Subtracting the first row of M(%1 , ..., %n&1) from all other rows, we see that
2n(%1 , ..., %n&1)=(cot %1+tan %1) 2n&1(%2 , ..., %n&1).
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Iterating this equality we get
2n(%1 , ..., %n&1)= ‘
n&1
i=1
(cot %i+tan %i)=
1
>n&1i=1 (sin %i cos %i)
.
Now >nj=1 xjr=r
n&1 >n&1i=1 [sin %i]
2(n&i ): [cos %i]2:. Summarizing, we
see that the Jacobian of Pol is indeed given by (2.2). K
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Following Lemma 2.1, the joint density of
R, 31 , ..., 3n&1 is equal to
g(r:) rn&1 \2:+
n&1
‘
n&1
i=1
|sin %i | 2(n&i):&1 |cos %i | 2:&1
which implies the independence of R, 31 , ..., 3n&1. Now since
|
?2
0
sin2x&1 ; cos2y&1 ; d;=B(x, y)2,
we deduce that ?0 |sin %i |
2(n&i):&1 |cos %i | 2:&1 d%i=B((n&i):, 1:) and
2?0 |sin %n&1 |
2:&1 |cos %n&1 | 2:&1 d%n&1 = 2B(1:, 1:). Further, since
g(ni=1 |xi |
:) is the density of (X1 , ..., Xn) and since
2B(1:, 1:) ‘
n&2
i=1
B \n&i: ,
1
:+=
21 n(1:)
1(n:)
we deduce that
1=
21 n(1:)
1(n:) \
2
:+
n&1
|

0
rn&1 g(r:) dr
which gives the density of R. K
Proof of Lemma 3.1. We can assume i=1 without a loss in generality.
Denote for simplicity K+n =K
(n)
: & [(x1 , ..., xn) : x1>0]. To see that
(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn) is uniformly distributed on K+n let us introduce :-spherical
variables (31 , ..., 3n&1) such that:
Xj=_cos 3j ‘
j&1
k=1
sin 3k&
2:
1 jn&1
=Xn=_ ‘n&1k=1 sin 3k&2a j=n
with 31 # [0, ?2], 3j # [0, ?], 2 jn&2, 3n&1 # [0, 2?).
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By assumption we have
\X2X1 , ...,
Xn
X1+=[tan 31]2: \[cos 32]2:, ..., _cos 3n&1 ‘
n&1
k=2
sin 3j &
2:
,
_sin 3n&1 ‘
n&1
k=2
sin 3j &
2:
+ (5.2)
and moreover this random variable has an :-Cauchy distribution that
is :-spherically invariant. Now compare (5.2) and (2.1) and apply
Theorem 2.2 to get the densities of all 3’s and their independence. To get
these densities in exact form one has to remunerate 3’s and introduce:
%i=3i+1 , i=1, ..., n&2, r=[tan(31)]:2. Applying Theorem 2.2 again we
get:
hk(%k)=
1
B \n&1&k: ,
1
:+
|sin %k | 2(n&1&k):&1 |cos %k | 2:&1,
0%k?, k=1, ..., n&3,
hn&2(%n&2)=
1
2B \1: ,
1
:+
|sin %n&2 | 2:&1 |cos %n&2 | 2:&1,
0%n&2<2?. The density of [tan 31]2: is equal to the density of Zn&1=
(n&1i=1 |Yi |
:)1: where (Y1 , ..., Yn&1) has a standard :-Cauchy distribution
in Rn&1. One can easily check that the density of Zn&1 is equal to
:
B \n&1: ,
1
:+
zn&2
(1+z:)n:
, z0.
Now z=[tan(31)]2:, thus
dz
d31
=
2
:
[tan 31]2:&1
1
cos2 31
and the density of 31 is equal to
2
:
:
B \n&1: ,
1
:+
(tan 31)2(n&2):
(1+tan231)n:
(tan 31)2:&1
cos2 31
,
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which after some algebra leads to twice the density (2.4) with k=1 and
031?2. Returning to 3’s, we deduce that 3k ’s have densities given by
(2.4), for 03k<? and k=2, ..., n&1. Applying Theorem 2.2 once more
we deduce that (X1 , ..., Xn) is uniformly distributed on the set K+n . K
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Again we can assume that i=n without losing
generality. Then X&n=(X1 , ..., Xn&1). Let us denote tk=xk :- 1&n&1j=1 |xj |:,
k=1, ..., n&1. We have:
tk
xj
=
xk[xj]:&1
( :- 1&n&1j=1 |xj |:):+1
j{k
= .tkxk = 1:- 1&n&1j=1 |xj |:+ |xk | :( :- 1&n&1j=1 |xj |:):+1 j=k
Let Tn&1 denote the Jacobi matrix of the mapping (x1 , ..., xn&1) 
(t1 , ..., tn&1). Note that this matrix is of a form
1
:- 1&n&1j=1 |xj |:
In&1+
1
( :- 1&n&1j=1 |xj | :):+1
xn&1([xn&1]:&1)T,
where xTn&1=(x1 , ..., xn&1) and ([xn&1]
:&1)T=([x1]:&1, ..., [xn&1]:&1).
Matrix xn&1([xn&1]:&1)T is of rank 1, and thus has two eigenvalues,
one that is equal to 0 of multiplicity n&2 and the other that equals
xTn&1[xn&1]
:&1. Hence matrix Tn&1 also has two different eigenvalues: one
that is equal to 1 :- 1&n&1j=1 |xj |: with multiplicity n&2 and the other
that equals
1
:- 1&n&1j=1 |xj |:
+
1
( :- 1&n&1j=1 |xj | :):+1
xTn&1[xn&1]
:&1
=
1
( :- 1&n&1j=1 |xj |:):+1
.
The determinant of Tn&1 is equal to the product of all eigenvalues, hence
the Jacobian of Tn&1 is equal to
1
( :- 1&n&1j=1 |xj |:)n&2
1
( :- 1&n&1j=1 |xj | :):+1
=
1
( :- 1&n&1j=1 |xj |:):+n&1
.
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Now since by assumption the joint distribution of (X1 Xn , ..., Xn&1 Xn)
is given by c(:)n&1(t1 , ..., tn&1) (Formula (3.1)), the joint density of (X1 , ..., Xn&1)
is equal to:
1
( :- 1&n&1j=1 |xj |:):+n&1 \
:
2+
n&1
_
1 \n:+
1 n&1 \1:+
_
1
\1+ :
n&1
j=1 }
xj
:- 1&n&1j=1 |xj |: }
:
+
n:
=\:2+
n&1 1 \n:+
1 n&1 \1:+
\1& :
n&1
j=1
|xj |:+
1:&1
.
Thus we see that all (n&1)-dimensional densities are the same. Similarly,
all k # [1, ..., n&1] dimensional densities are the same. K
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We will assume n>1 and for simplicity i=1. We
have that
C (:)n&1( y1 , ..., yn&1)=P \X2X1  y1 , ...,
Xn
X1
 yn&1 +
=P \X2X1  y1 , ...,
Xn
X1
 yn&1 , X10+
+P \X2X1  y1 , ...,
Xn
X1
 yn&1 , X1<0+ .
(5.3)
Now note that
P \X2X1  y1 , ...,
Xn
X1
 yn&1, X1<0+
=P \&X2&X1  y1 , ...,
&Xn
&X1
 yn&1 , &X1<0+
=P \X2X1  y1 , ...,
Xn
X1
 yn&1 , X1>0+
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since we have (i). Thus we have:
P \X2X1  y1 , ...,
Xn
X1
 yn&1 , X10+
=
1
2
C (:)n&1( y1 , ..., yn&1).
Equivalently, we have shown that the distribution of (X2 X1 , ..., XnX1) on
the set K+n =K
(n)
: & [(x1 , ..., xn): x10] is also :-Cauchy. Moreover, if we
show that the distribution of X is uniform on K+n then by the symmetry
this distribution would be uniform also on the whole K (n): . Now, since
(X1 , ..., Xn)t(&X1 , ..., &Xn) we deduce that the distribution on K&n is
the same as that on K+n . Hence (X1 , ..., Xn) has a uniform distribution
on K (n): . K
Proofs of Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2. These are easy and follow almost
immediately from Theorem 3.3 and the definition of the :-spherical
distribution.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We have
P(X1x1 , ..., Xkxk)
=|

0
P \X1R 
x1
r
, ...,
Xk
R

xk
r } R=r+ dG (r)
where we denoted by G (r) the cumulative distribution function of ni=1 |Xi |
:.
Now since (X1 R, ..., XkR) is independent of R and has a density given by
(3.3) we have
P(X1x1 , ..., Xkxk)=|

0
|
x1r
&
} } } |
xnr
&
gk, n(z1 , ..., zk) dz1 } } } dzk G (r).
Now we change variables from (z1 , ..., zk) to (t1 , ..., tk) by zi=ti r for
i=1, ..., k. We also change the order of integration, making the integral
with respect to (t1 , ..., tk) the outside integral. We then get
P(X1x1 , ..., Xkxk)
=|
x1
&
} } } |
x1
&
|

0
gk, n \t1r , ...,
tk
r + r&k dG (r) dt1 , ..., tk .
Hence we deduce that density of (X1 , ..., Xk) exists. Since gk, n(t1 r, ..., tkr)
equals zero for rki=1 |ti |
:, we get
hk, n(x1 , ..., xn)=Uk, n |

 ki=1 |xi |
: \r:& :
k
i=1
|xi |:+
(n&k):&1
r&k dG (r)
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where by Uk, n we denoted a constant appearing in (3.3). Now it remains
to recall the definition of the function fk, n given by (4.1); introduce the
variables y=ki=1 |xi |
::, x=r::; introduce the function H, a cumulative
distribution function of R:: (note that H(x)=G ((:x)1:)); and finally to
bring those changes into the last integral. K
Proof of Theorem 4.4. (i) We have
1=
1
(F(:))k |R } } } |R fk, n \
1
:
:
k
i=1
|xi |a+ dx1 } } } dxk .
Changing variables by the k-dimensional transformation-Pol and applying
formula (2.3), we get
1=
1
(2:1:&11(1:))k \
2
:+
k&1 21k(1:)
1(k:) |

0
rk&1fk, n \r
:
: + dr.
We change the variable under the last integral from r:: to x and get:
1=
1
1(k:) :k:&1
: (k&1)::1:&1 |

0
xk:&1fk, n(x) dx.
(ii) We have
I (k&m):( fk, n)( y)=
1
1 \k&m: +
|

y
(x& y)(k&m):&1fk, n(x) dx.
Now we use formula (4.2) to change the order of integration and get
1 \n:+
1 \n&k: + 1 \
k&m
: +
|

y
z&n:+1 |
z
y
(x& y)(k&m):&1
_(z&x)(n&k):&1 dx dH(z)= fm, n( y).
(iii) Let H be of bounded variation on [0, ) and denote dH (x)=
x&n:+1 dH(x). First of all let us note that for #>1, the function g(x)=
x ( y&x)
# dH ( y) as a linear combination of differentiable functions from
the set [(r&x)#+: r0] is also differentiable. If we assume that 1>#>0
then g is a convex combination of decreasing functions. Hence g is of
bounded variation and as such is almost everywhere differentiable. Thus
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indeed each fk, n , k=1, 2, ..., n&1 is w(n&k):x times differentiable.
Moreover, note that ddx x ( y&x)
# y&n:+1 dH( y)= &# x ( y&x)
#&1
y&n:+1 dH( y), and thus the signs of subsequent derivatives of the func-
tions fk, n change. Suppose that m=w(n&k):x . We see that f (m)k, n(x)=
d mdxm fk, n(x)=(&1)m x ( y&x)
(n&k):&m&1 y&n:+1 dH( y). Now note
that
(&1)m |

x
( y&x)m&(n&k): f (m)k, n( y) dy=bn, k, m |

x
y&n:+1 dH( y),
where bn, k, m=B(m+1&(n&k):, (n&k):&m). Hence (&1)m f (m)k, n(x) #
M((n&k):&m) and consequently fk, n # M((n&k):).
(iv) This is a simple consequence of (a) the fact that :>0 M(:)
=CM, the set of completely monotone functions and, (b) the Bernstein
Theorem concerning the representation of completely monotone functions.
K
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